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McKay, Miller, and S8 ira n (1998, J. Combin. Theory Ser. B 74 (1), 110118)
constructed a family of the currently largest known vertex-transitive graphs of
degree d, diameter 2, and order 89 (d+
1
2)
2, for infinitely many values of d. We
present a simplified construction of their graphs.  2001 Academic Press
The vertex-transitive version of the degree-diameter problem is to deter-
mine the largest order vtd, k of a vertex-transitive graph of degree d and
diameter k. No general results on vtd, k are known for k3. In the case of
diameter 2 it is known that vtd, 2=d 2+1 for d=1, 2, 3, and 7. For the
remaining values of d we have vtd, 2d 2&1, see [4]. The only general
lower bound on vtd, 2 , valid for all d, is vtd, 2w d+22 x W
d+2
2 X ; it is based on
a Cayley graph for the group Zw(d+2)2x _ZW(d+2)2X . For further references
see [13, 5, 7].
Recently, McKay, Miller, and S8 ira n [7] constructed a family of vertex-
transitive graphs Hq (indexed by prime powers q#1 (mod 4)) of diameter
two, valence d=(3q&1)2, and order 89 (d+
1
2)
2. This shows that vtd, 2
8
9 (d+
1
2)
2 for infinitely many values of d. The graphs Hq are the currently
largest known vertex-transitive graphs of diameter two and given valence
d=(3q&1)2. For example, H5 is the HoffmanSingleton graph, and the
graph H9 of order 162 misses the Moore bound d 2+1=170 just by 8.
To describe the graphs Hq , let F=GF(q) denote a finite field of prime
power order q=4k+1, let ! be a primitive element of F, and let X=[1, !2,
!4, ..., !4k&2]. The vertex set of the graph Hq is the set V=[0, 1]_F_F,
and each vertex (r, i, m) is adjacent in Hq to the |X | vertices (r, i, m+!rx),
x # X, as well as to the q vertices (1&r, j, m+(&1)r ij), j # F. As |X |=
(q&1)2, this gives the vertex valence d=(3q&1)2. Further, for s, t # F
the graph Hq has automorphisms fs , gt : V  V given by fs(r, i, m)=
(r, i, m+s) and gt(r, i, m)=(r, i+t, m&(&1)r it+rt2) that fix setwise the
vertex sets Vr=[r]_F_F where r=0, 1. The automorphism h defined by
h(r, i, m)=(1&r, (&!)r i, !m) interchanges the sets V0 and V1 . The group
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( fs , gt , h) acts transitively on V, showing that the graph Hq is vertex-
transitive. (A surprising aside is that Hq is a non-Cayley graph, by
Theorem 2 of [7].)
The description of the graphs Hq as given above is extracted from the
proof of Theorem 2 in [7], and it may look rather artificial to the reader.
Indeed, the graphs Hq were actually discovered in connection with intro-
ducing the covering graph technique as a possible tool for the degree-
diameter problem [1, 2]. The construction in [7] was presented in terms
of a lift of the graph K*q, q that arises from a complete bipartite graph Kq, q
by attaching (q&1)4 loops to each vertex, with a voltage assignment on
arcs of K*q, q in the additive group of F. Equivalently, using the terminology
of topological graph theory [6], Hq is a regular cover of K*q, q .
The basic observation which leads to a simpler description of the graphs
Hq is that K*q, q regularly covers a much smaller graph. Namely, there is an
obvious regular covering K*q, q  Dq* where Dq* is a q-dipole (that is, two
vertices joined by q parallel edges) with (q&1)4 loops attached to each of
the two vertices. With help of the necessary and sufficient condition for
regularity of a composition of two regular coverings [8] it can be shown
that the composition Hq  K*q, q  Dq* is a regular covering. It is therefore
possible (according to Theorem 2.2.2 of [6]) to construct the McKay
MillerS8 ira n graphs Hq directly from the dipoles Dq*. In order to avoid
tedious computations of the corresponding voltage assignments (based on
the necessary and sufficient condition of [8]) we present here a much
simpler direct construction. All we need is to recall a few concepts from the
theory of covering spaces in terms of voltage assignments (see Chapter 2
in [6]).
Let G be a graph and let D(G) denote the set of all arcs (i.e., edges with
direction) of G. Let 1 be a group. A mapping :: D(G)  1 is called a
voltage assignment on G if :(e&1)=(:(e))&1 for each arc e # D(G). A volt-
age assignment : enables us to construct a new larger graph G: out of G.
The graph G: is called a lift of G and its vertex and arc sets are V(G:)=
V(G)_1 and D(G:)=D(G)_1, respectively. An arc eg in G: emanates
from a vertex ug and terminates at a vertex vh if and only if e is an arc in
G from u to v, and h= g:(e). The arc (e&1)g:(e) is the reverse of the arc eg ,
and this pair of mutually reverse arcs gives rise to an undirected edge in G:;
the lift is therefore undirected.
A walk of length m in a graph G is a sequence W=e1e2 } } } em where e i
is an arc of G, such that the terminal vertex of ei&1 coincides with the
initial vertex of ei , 2im. If : is a voltage assignment on G, then the
product :(W )=:(e1) :(e2) } } } :(em) is the net voltage of W.
Now we are ready to present the simplified construction of McKay
MillerS8 ira n graphs in terms of lifts. Let u, v be the two vertices of the
dipole Dq*; let the q arcs from u to v be denoted eg , g # F, and let ai and
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bi (0i<(q&1)4) be the (directed) loops at u and v, respectively. Let F+
denote the additive group of F. Define a voltage assignment : on the dipole
Dq* in the group F +_F+ by :(eg)=(g, g2), :(a i)=(0, !2i), and :(bi)=
(0, !2i+1). The object of our investigation will be the lift (Dq*):.
Theorem 1. For any prime power q#1 (mod 4) the lift (Dq*): is a graph
of degree d=(3q&1)2, diameter two, and with 89 (d+
1
2)
2 vertices.
Proof. The lift is obviously a regular graph of degree d=(3q&1)2 and
its number of vertices is equal to 2 |F+_F+ |=2q2= 89 (d+
1
2)
2. To see that
its diameter is two it is sufficient to show that for any ordered pair of (not
necessarily distinct) vertices of the base graph Dq* and for any element
(g, h){(0, 0) of the voltage group F+_F+ there exists a walk W in Dq*
from the first vertex to the second one, of length at most two and of net
voltage (g, h). As Dq* has only two vertices there are four pairs to be
considered; in each case we describe the corresponding walk W.
(a) The pair (u, u). If g=0 then the walk W with net voltage (0, h),
h{0, can consist only of loops at the vertex u. If h # X, the walk W is just
the loop with voltage (0, h). If h  X then also &h  X (because q#1 (mod
4)), and as 0  X and h  h+X, we see that the sets X and h+X have a
nonempty intersection. In other words, there exist x, y # X such that
x=h+ y. In this case W is composed of two loops with voltages (0, x) and
(0, &y). If g{0, we show that there exists a u  v  u walk W of any given
voltage (g, h). There are q(q&1) different u  v  u walks consisting of
two distinct arcs in Dq* which are not reverses of each other. Note that
there are also q(q&1) elements of F+_F+ as candidates for net voltages.
We only need to show that each of these q(q&1) walks of length 2 has a
distinct net voltage. This follows from the fact that for i, j, m, n # F with
i{ j, m{n the equation (i& j, i2& j2)=(m&n, m2&n2) implies i=m and
j=n. The arguments for the pair (v, v) are similar.
(b) The pair (u, v). If g=0, then the walk W will consist of the arc
with voltage (0, 0) and a loop at the vertex u for h # X or at the vertex v
for h  X. Let now g{0. If h= g2, there is a u  v walk W of length one
with net voltage (g, g2). If h{ g2 and h& g2 # X we take the length 2 walk
W in G with the loop at the vertex u of voltage (0, h& g2) and the arc of
voltage (g, g2). The net voltage of W is (g, h). If h{ g2 and h& g2  X, then
h& g2 must be an element of F+"X"[0]. In this case the walk W is
composed of the arc with voltage (g, g2) and the loop at the vertex v with
voltage (0, h& g2), which again results in the net voltage (g, h) of W. The
discusion for the pair (v, u) is analogous and therefore omitted. K
Instead of the voltage assignment : we could have worked with the
seemingly more general voltage assignment :p , defined as follows. Let
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p(x)=ax2+bx+c, a{0, be an arbitrary but fixed quadratic polynomial.
Define :p=: on all loops, and :p(eg)=(g, p(g)) for all g # F. The reader
may check that the lift (Dq*):p has all the properties listed in Theorem 1.
However, it is also not difficult to verify that the lifts (Dq*):p are isomorphic
to the lift (Dq*): for all quadratic polynomials p.
It is a matter of routine to check that the McKayMillerS8 ira n graph Hq
is isomorphic to (Dq*):p for the polynomial p(x)=&12 x
2, with an explicit
isomorphism given by (0, i, m) [ u(i, m+i22) and (1, i, m) [ v(i, m&i22) .
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